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Welcome to „Basic Stratoyager”, free, abridged version of our game of starfighter combat.

INSPIRATIONS
Stratoyager is inspired by many SF universes, but if we were to point out the most important ones, those 

would be Wing Commander, Star Lancer, Battlestar Galactica, Space Above and Beyond, Babylon 5, Starship 
Troopers and, last but not least, Aliens. 

We tried to recreate space flight „physics” known from Wing Commander game and Battlestar Galactica 
TV show, where fighters in space don’t act as WWII planes over Pacific, but can actually perform maneuvers 
available in space, like moving sideways, spinning, or fly on reverse thrust. Movement is based on vector 
principle, and we tried our best to make it as easy to grasp as possible, to deliver maximum fun with minimum 
bookkeeping. We are fully aware that those rules are anywhere near actual physics, but we think it is the best 
compromise between gaming experience and feel of in-universe reality. You will judge it on your own.
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Setting of Stratoyager is set about 200 
years into the future, in universe full of dreams, 
progress, discoveries and hope for human race. 
Those are endangered though, as meeting 
unconditionally hostile aliens cast a shadow 
over large portion of mankind. Fourth Kind, 
also known as „Fowers” or „Fowlers”, came out 
of nowhere during diplomatic first encounter 
with mysterious, plant-like Trigat, firing on 
both diplomatic vessels. Since that time, for 
over 30 years now, Fowlers wage strange 
guerrilla war, without defined frontline, 
without negotiations and parlays, without any 
comprehensible plan or strategy.

Meanwhile, rapidly expanding Terran area 
of control in space, known as Federation of 
Systems, is becoming a loose one. More and 
more colonies refuse to pay taxes to Earth and 
fights for independence. Corporate miners 
create unions to fight oppressive contracts 
with their employers. Rebelling forces are on 
the rise, yet to be united into new interstellar 
dominion. 

Even Federation of Systems is not 
monolithic - so called „Old Worlds” (Earth, 
Mars, Fomalhaut, Tau Ceti) are slowly losing 
in upholding current status quo to more 
progressive Central Worlds, lead by Wolf IV 
and Saedan.  Secession is often discussed in 
political offices.

BRIEF SETTING OVERVIEW

Interstellar corporations are leading on 
the frontier, fighting between each other 
for prospecting rights. Sometimes they use 
politics, lawyers and lobbyists to achieve their 
goals, but in most cases they are resolving 
issues with force, far away from any Federal 
observers.

At the same time trade routes from 
Old Worlds to edge of Known Space are 
getting busier every day.  Space ships filled 
with essential equipment for colonies, and 
returning with rare ores and treasures are 
easy prey for pirates. Space marshals, Federal 
Police, various planetary defense forces, even 
contracted mercenaries are hunting them 
down in eternal game of cat and mouse.

War with ruthless and elusive Fowlers, 
internal conflicts, rebelled worlds, pirates, 
mercenaries, corporations, mysterious Trigat 
schemes…  From tightly packed orbits 
of capital planets, to farthest outposts of 
mankind… 

Designer’s note

What does „Stratoyager” 
actually mean?

„NOVA 2230” is fictional 
universe where Stratoyager 
game takes place. It’s 
imagined reality a bit over 
200 years in the future from 
now, in year 2230. Mankind 
conquered nearby stars, 
learned how to terraform 
planets, discovered alien life, 
and even few sentient species, 
or their remnants.

By extrapolation we tried to 
predict possible development 
of interstellar aspects of 
human life, along with cultural 
changes, and most important 
- language.

Original Syslan, „System 
Language” or System Slang”, 
as it is called, was based on 
common parts of European 
languages, with quite 
simple grammar and lots of 
abbreviations, like it’s name 
itself, making it extremely easy 
to learn and understand. It was 
invented to help communicate 
between citizens of European 
Union, or rather employees of 
multinationals, getting closer 
and closer with each passing 
decade. 

Syslan was also useful in 
outworld colonies, full of 
people from all continents and 
nations.

It got enriched by Asian 
languages as well, and 
mutated into many local 
variations, mostly in colonies.

Syslan also became important 
in military. And this is how 
name „Stratoyager” was 
born, from Latin word „strato” 
referring to stratosphere and 
German „Jaeger” and Russian 
„yeger”, meaning „hunter”. 
It was first applied to fast 
aero-orbital interceptors, later 
on expanded on all space 
fighters.

So this is how name for 
Stratoyager game was born.

This is great time to be a stratoyager pilot!
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Designer’s point of view

The idea that leads to 
Stratoyager started around 
2012 when I started for fun 
developing my own capital 
starship game,  under the 
working title „Ceresian 
Conflict”. Without any prior 
knowledge of the genre, I 
wanted to have a game simple 
to learn and play, but with 
a multitude of options and 
vector type of movement.

Prototype ships were simple 
paper cutouts of starships 
found online, placed on 
cardboard stand and base. 

Somewhere in between, I 
showed my prototype to Rafal, 
and he came up with an idea 
to make it into a starfighter 
game, placed in the universe 
of „NOVA 2230”, his RPG 
setting our local group used to 
play since the ‘90s. 

And so we started to work 
together on the game we 
called „Stratoyager”.

Rafal took care of visuals, I’ve 
concentrated on rules. It was 
a fun, argumentative, but 
fruitful collaboration. We got 
our first working prototype 
on a table around spring of 
2014. First games proved that 
SY 1.0 was dead slow, required 
hours of pre-game setup, and 
even more cleaning after. But 
general rules were sound, so 
we started tedious work of 
cleaning up and streamlining. 
It took a while, but we got to 
2.0 build eventually. It was 
much better and faster, but we 
were still finding flaws while 
testing. 

Then I actually dismantled 
the whole ruleset, and it was 
rebuilt in 2015 into 3.0 version 
you can enjoy today. Three 
years of testing, lots of minor 
and few major changes, and 
here we are. We would be 
much faster with it, if not the 
fact that the last 2 years we 
focused mainly on starting 
up our company, Strato Minis 
Studio.

Krzysztof Raczyński

PREMISE

If we treat „Stratoyager” as SF TV show, this 
document could be treated as pilot episode. 
Our heroes are just joining their respective 
causes, green rookies, that yet need to earn 
their wings in baptism of space combat. One 
of the players can assume role of young ensign 
in Federated Systems Fleet, who just got 
assigned to training cadre onboard Cerberus 
Class Carrier, FSS Chennault. 

Other one will take role of Federation 
outcast - disgruntled colonist, broke miner,  
escaped convict, farmer boy dying of boredom 
on desert planet, idealistic freedom fighter, 
who decided to bring revolution to the stars 
and release colonies from Earth’s grasp. 
Rebels, or perhaps pirates, will gladly see such 
personality among their ranks… if she can 
prove her worth.  Abandoned mining colony 
on Esperanza VIb ice moon will be great 
hideout for such group.

FFS Chennault, Cerberus Class Carrier has 
been sent to Esperanza system on extended 
patrol duty, guarding convoy routes from 
Northorn to Fort Dox, where current Fowler 
War front can be located. 

Esperanza system was a common pit stop 
for convoys, as Esperanza II is rich and lush 
world, and it’s colonists were happy to trade 
fresh food and bio-fuels for parts and currency. 
But around four solar years ago things 
changed. Convoys going through the system 
reported growing  pirate activity, connected 
with surprising Esperanza Independence 
Declaration. FFS Chennault is part of Taskforce 
Hope, comprised  of few Federation units 
hastily sent into this area to prevent attacks on 
convoys.  

Chennault is nowhere near to be called 
modern carrier. Until now it was used as 
a training vessel, but war effort stretched 
Federated Systems resources to the point 
where every unit is important. In addition, 
quick training of new stratoyager pilots and 
ground personnel became imperative. Those 
two factors put together made a perfect 
excuse to send training vessel as a part of 
combat taskforce. 

Task for the group is simple - seek and 
destroy pirates and their nest, to make supply 
lines safe again.

 Chennault is carrying two squadrons 
of fighters, 78th „Dukes” and 204th Training 
Cadre, yet to be named.  Two platoons 
of System Marines, instructors and full 
complement of flight-deck crew is onboard as 
well.

Meanwhile on the outer rim of Esperanza 
system, orbiting outermost planet, gas giant 
Boreas, hides small moon marked as EspVIIb, or 
Khione, site of abandoned mining colony. Set 
up in secret by Yaxen Chemicals, not so long 
ago it was a very promising Hel3 extraction 
site, yet shortly after starting up the facilities 
it turned out that while there are really rich 
deposits of Hel3 , costs of extraction and 
shipping were too high to continue in relation 
to current stock value.

Proximity to front line was also a factor. 
Mine was sealed and abandoned over 6 
solar years ago, awaiting another boom 
in stock prices of Hel3 and moe peaceful 
times. What Yaxen Chemicals is only about to 
discover, mine location was leaked to some 
black market entrepreneurs, who stripped 
it from all valuable equipment. Coordinates 
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WHAT WILL YOU NEED?
This document is intended as simple primer, that can be used to turn rookies into space worthy 
pilots. 

In here you will learn basics of the game’s rules, so you can practice your skills before diving deep 
into full version of the game.

To enjoy the game, you will need couple of things:

Representation for your forces. You can use cutouts from StratoyagerCutOuts.pdf file or 
proxies, or you can try our Stratoyager range of minis in Strato Minis Shop 

stratominis.com/product-category/stratoyager/

4 to 6 D6 per player

D12’s in two different colors - 2 per player,
plus 1 per unit on the table

Large D6 or some other form of turn counter

Cutouts of templates, counters, cards and
tokens from StratoyagerCutOuts.pdf file

120x180 cm (4’x6’) gaming table
(preferably with gaming mat)

Designer’s point of view

Nova was a dream of 
wandering among stars. It was 
an idea based on sci-fi stories, 
comic books, and artists of the 
‘80 and ‘90. Add TV series and 
movies to expand the image. 
Straight from the beginning, 
Nova was about exploration 
and war. Human relations 
and how war changes them 
and how humanity still goes 
for the unknown against all 
odds. Dark, and full of shades 
of rising totalitarianism 
backed by the corporate 
world, but bright in a vision of 
technological advancements 
that can help in keeping the 
hope of a better future.

Aside of government agents 
and colonist stories, there was 
enormous space (literally) 
for space fighters and brave 
pilots in service of Federation 
of Systems Fleet. From 
cadets stationed on Avatar 
Class Battle Station to aces 
dueling Fowlers in one on one 
dogfights. From deep space 
missions in clouds of stardust 
to support attacks on planets 
surfaces during shock troopers 
descent.

And then… Krzysztof 
suggested moving ‘yagers 
from RPG pen & paper fantasy 
to tabletop experience. There 
was the only thing I could say: 
Hell yeah!!!

I’ve decided to go through 
my old concept arts and give 
them new, fresh looks. Next 
step was to make them into 
3D models and what you can 
see now was redesigned many 
times to get the best of what 
I wanted and what could be 
made into minis.

Rafał Zerych

of abandoned mine were later sold to some 
desperate outcasts looking for new home. And 
so Khione Outpost was born, becoming a bane 
of frontline supply route through Esperanza.

Khione Outpost is holding in its hangars 
approx three wings of eclectic mix of space-
worthy vehicles, with at least half of them 

grounded at any given time due to lack of 
parts. It’s crew complement is somewhat 
lacking in skills and equipment, but makes it 
up with attitude.

Those two forces are about to clash soon, 
as new convoy is on its way to Esperanza 
system…

But before that happens, time to learn few things about stratoyager combat.
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COMPONENTS OVERVIEW

Stratoyager markers - hexagonal tokens to be cut out. They can be replaced with actual minis 
on flight stands, small enough to fit fully within boundaries of Clicks. In this primer you will find 4 
types of fighters.

UNITS

Federated Systems Starfleet

3x Guardian 151 - 3x110 p

1x Vulture Mk IV - 194 p

Khione Pirates

2x Evo 6 - 2x84 p

3x Blackbuck - 3x 109 p

Stratoyager Parameter Cards - one for each 
unit in game

Klicks - one per ‘yager on the table, plus 2 per 
faction.

Designer’s note

We decided to represent units 
in Stratoyager with use of 6 
mm scale miniatures, finding 
them ideal compromise 
between size and detail. This 
means, that 50 mm (about 2”) 
‘yager is roughly 15 meters in 
real life.

But it also means , if we take 
scale seriously for measuring 
distances, that 120x180 cm 
(4’x6’) gaming area equals 
roughly to 360x540 m 
(1080’x1620’, or bit more than 
3x4 football fields). 

Ridiculously small distances in 
space, especially when ‘yagers 
are traveling with cosmic 
speeds. That is why we treat 
miniatures rather as enlarged 
representations on tactical 
screen, than actual measuring 
templates for distances or 
speed. 

Actual speed in game should 
be also taken lightly when it 
comes to fictional narrative 
- we for example like to 
translate current speed of a 
‘yager into „kps”, or „kilometers 
per second”, which brings 
most of the fighters flying 
with combat speed few times 
faster than modern fighters. It 
also means that ‘yager wishing 
to lift off Earth-sized planet 
needs minimum speed of 8 
kps, or in game terms, move 
at speed of 8. Sounds about 
right. 

Time in-game is another 
matter. Authors assumed that 
one turn of game lasts about 
3,3 seconds in-universe real 
time. 

Physical dimensions are 
yet different problem. For 
simplicity of play we use 
two dimensional surface to 
represent three dimensional 
environment, and while we 
tried to make it all about 3D 
as well, rules required would 
scare away 90% of gamers. 
That is why we stick to 2D in 
game terms, but of course 
narrative can be as 3D as 
possible.
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CARDS AND MOVEMENT

Initiative Cards - one set for each faction, numbered 1 to 6. If you don’t wish to print and cut 
them out, you can use regular poker deck cards, treating Aces as 1s  (so deck of Ace, 2, 3, 4, 5 for 
each player, in different color).

Maneuver Cards - in full version those will be replaced with Maneuver Drivers, but for ease of 
DIY manufacture, primer version will have them simplified to cards. 3 different Maneuver Cards 
per side.

Power Dice - to be used only with course cards in this primer. They indicate strength of the 
chosen maneuver. In full version they will be replaced by Maneuver Drivers  as well. Numbered 0 
to 9, 2 sets per player. If Players wish to go faster than speed of 9, they can add additional die and 
use them as d100 instead, reading first die as tens, and second as ones.
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Measuring/Maneuvering Template - long one per side and 2 shorts for ease of measuring on 
short distances. In StratoyagerCutOuts.pdf file you will find full set of those.

Stress Status Tokens - Greyout and Blackout status tokens, used to mark condition 
of the unit’s  pilot.

Maneuver Screen - Screen allows for hidden placement of Maneuver Cards and power dice, 
before execution of Movement Action. One per player.

Damage Tokens - Damage tokens are used for tracking damage. Each damage 
means token  placed next to the unit card.

Shield Tokens - represents discharge of shield due damage reduction. Each time 
shield reduces damage dealt to the ‘yager token should be placed next to the unit 
card.

Ejected Pilot Tokens - Used for marking ejected pilot’s position.

Missile Tokens - Missile tokens are placed next to the 
Parameter Cards, to indicate current loadout of a ‘yager. 
There are three types of missiles available in Basic 
Stratoyager, depending on their Damage value.

Light Missiles - 3D
Medium Missiles - 4D
Heavy Missiles -6D

All types of Missiles follow same rules, regardless of their Damage value.

STATUS TOKENS
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Speed Dice - D10’s, one for each unit on the table. Those mark current speed of the unit, and 
are placed next to the unit. 0 reads as „zero”. If players want to go faster than 9 Klicks per turn, 
they can always add another D10 and read both dice as D100 (one for 10’s and one for 1’s). 
They should be picked in two contrasting colors for easy recognition. Default colors are blue for 
FSS and red for Rebels, but of course you can use any colors you want, as long as you and your 
opponent can easily differentiate them. Full version will have dedicated D12’s instead, but for 
basic games D10s are much easier to handle.

Attack Dice - D6s, 4 to 6 per player should be enough for a game. Attack dice pools are created 
separately for Attack and Damage.

COMBAT ORDER TOKENS

There are three prolonged actions in Basic Stratoyager, that require status tokens to be placed on 
the table.

Fire at Will - Token is placed next to unit when Fire at Will Combat Action is used.

Countermeasures - token is placed next to unit when Countermeasures Combat 
Action is used.

Evasive Maneuvers - token is placed next to unit when Evasive Maneuvers are 
announced by the player in Movement Phase of unit’s segment.

DICE TYPES

MISSILE LOCK

If missile is lock on a target it is marked with two tokens. One is placed on target, and 
coresponding one, with the same number on unit that tries to keep the lock.
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PARAMETER CARD OVERVIEW

  1. Safe Acceleration Value
  2. Safe Deceleration Value
  3. Safe Turn Value
  4. Safe Slide Value
  5. Name of the unit
  6. Image of the unit
  7. Points value
  8. Targeting Computer value
  9. Sensors Value
10. Main weapon strength value
11. Missile loadout value
12. Special features - general
13. Special features - main weapon
14. Special features - missiles
15. Hindrances
16. Structure value
17. Maximum Shields value
18. Armor value

Here you can find sample list and descriptions of special features available for our “pilot episode” 
‘yagers.

Gunner - [General]: Unit carries extra crew 
member dedicated to operate weapons. Unit can 
simultaneously operate both missiles and main 
weapon in one Combat Action. 

Unit can Lock Target/Launch Locked Missiles 
and in addition it can use Main Gun. 

Pulse - [Main Weapon]: Pulse weapons can 
switch to stroboscopic pattern of fire, creating 
something that could be described as laser 
scatter gun, very effective in close quarters. 

Attacks within Point Blank and Close ranges 
add +1 to Targeting Computer value.

Turret 360 - [Main Weapon]: Weapon turrets 
are rare sight on mostly lightweight ‘yagers, 
yet they happen on heavy fighters. Designed 
as secondary weapon systems, turrets are less 
powerful than Main Guns.

Turret weapon attack gets -1D to Damage Dice 
(to minimum 1D).  Unit equipped with Turret 
360 may engage targets all around it, and it is 
not restricted to its forward firing arc. 

SPECIAL FEATURES

1 2 3 4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1415

16 17 18
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Linked - [Main Weapon]: Many ‘yagers employ 
pairs of main weapons, linked to shoot together 
at the same target. 

Linked special feature allows for re-roll of 1D 
during THT roll.  

Fragshell - [Missile]: Fragmentation shell, or 
fragshell is a sort of a space blunderbuss, or 
sawed-off shotgun. Fraghshell replaces standard 
missiles with fragmentation shell pods, that can 
be launched just like dumb missiles. 

Fragshell shot attacks ALL units, friend and foe 
alike in front firing arc. It gets +2 to Targeting 
Computer value on Point Blank and +1 at 
Close Range. Beyond Close range weapon is 
ineffective. Weapon deals full damage at Point 
Blank, and half of it (round up) on Close range 
to EVERY target in range and firing arc.

Tracker - [Missile]: Frequent on fighter bombers, 
this separate set of missile tracking sensors allow 
for keeping lock on target regardless of direction.

Target is not lost if it clears from unit’s front 
firing arc. It still needs to be locked and fired 
when visible in front arc.

Dumb - [Missile]: Unguided missiles are cheap 
option for extra punch needed in battle, without 
any sophisticated tracking systems.

Dumb missiles are fired in the same way as 
main guns, yet they are treated as shot from 
1 distance further (Close becomes Medium 
Medium becomes Long etc) for THT roll 
purpose.

HINDRANCES

Reactor Interference - [Vulture]: -1 Shield 
form Aft Direction - Due to construction 
necessities rear shields are weaker. Attacks 
within aft angle treat Shields as having 1 level 
less than actual. If actual drops down to 1, rear 
Shield is 0.

Weak Frame - [Guardian]: If Stress Roll 
Required, roll +1D - Guardians were made with 
much too powerful boosters for their frame, 
causing some problems at rapid accelerations. 

Unbalanced Armor - [Blackbuck]:  +1 Armor 
on Fore, -1 Armor on Aft - Blackbucks are 
known to have weaker armor in aft section, 
due to their enormous engine. They are 
compensating it by thicker plating on its ram-
like nose.

Retrofitted Civilian - [Evo 6.2]: If forced to 
Hull Stress, add +1 to roll on each die. Evo6 is 
once popular, now obsolete racer frame. Not 
equipped with military-grade inertial buffers, 
Evo6 is prone to structural stress in high-g 
maneuvers. add 1 to each D6 rolled for Hull 
Stress.
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FORCES

Time to assign some ‘yagers to our rookie pilots. They will receive basic fighters to 
learn their ropes.

Vulture Mk.IV

Heavy assault fighter, not very agile and quick, but heavily 
armored and armed to the teeth with rockets. The icing 
on the cake is it’s turret, which allows for a 360° gun firing. 
Flaw of this ‘yager are weak rear shields.

Point cost is 194 points per fully loaded

Guardian 151a

Small, multi-purpose machines commonly used in FSF 
mostly as escort interceptors. Mostly fielded in large 
groups, they are dangerous, but their disadvantage is 
rather delicate construction of the skeleton, which does 
not quite tolerate high-G maneuvers.

Point cost is 110 per fully loaded

FEDERATED SYSTEMS FLEET
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Blackbuck Mk.II

Rebel response to  Guardian, pieced together from scrap, 
usually cobbled from old space racers,  recreational ships 
and shuttles. Blackbucks, however, are a class by itself, and 
are famous both for their amazing acceleration, as well 
as very liberal approach to mater of breaks or turns. Their 
armament is comparable, yet inferior to the Guardian. Due 
to the huge main thrust engine, they have a weaker armor 
on the tail, but they compensate for it with reinforced nose 
plate.

Point cost is 109 points per fully loaded

Evo 6.2

Lighter companion to Blackbuck, Evo 6s are cheap 
refurbished old racers serving as ‘yagers. Bit more 
maneuverable than Blackbucks, they are also slower, and 
equipped with rather light weapons, yet they are infamous 
for using fragshell pods, that can shred lightly armored 
merchant vessels quite effectively.  As retrofitted civilian 
vessels, their inertial dampeners  are not as effective as on 
military grade ‘yagers, making them quite vulnerable to 
hull stress during high G maneuvers.

Point cost is 84 points per fully loaded

REBELS AND PIRATES
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SETING UP THE GAME

Forces should be chosen from available faction roster i.e Federation of Systems Navy or Pirates 
respectively. Players can choose their own units up to agreed point value, or use those from 
scenario below. Full rule set will have rosters for few other factions, as well as richer range of 
‘yagers available for each faction.

Table of at least 120x180 cm (4’x6’) is preferable, but for smaller fights 90x90 cm (3’x3’) or 
120x120 cm (4’x4’) will do. For visual reasons, it is good idea to use black cloth or even dedicated 
gaming mat. 

Players should deploy on shorter edges of the play area, but of course if they agree, they may 
start from longer edges or opposite corners. Players lay down their sets of tokens, cards, minis 
and rulers outside the gaming area.

In this booklet we will cover basic combat only,  with simple task for both players: Destruction of 
opponent’s forces.  Full version will cover other scenarios, from competitive to scenario based.

ROSTER

GAMING AREA

Players lay down their chosen Parameter Cards on the table, to compare both sides total points 
value. Some scenarios allow for asymmetrical fights, with odds like 2:1 or 3:1 for one of the 
players, but in those cases special rules apply, available in full rulebook.  

DEPLOYMENT

To deploy, players first need to assign Initiative cards to their units, both taking as many cards as 
more numerous side has units entering table this turn. Players assign covered cards in whatever 
order they want to units, less numerous side can discard IC’s of choice without revealing them. 

Next, Players sum up all Sensors on each side. Side with LOWER total Sensors starts setting up as 
first in corresponding Initiative segments. In case of draw, player with LARGER force starts first. 
If there is a draw on Sensors, and players have equally numerous forces, each of them rolls a D6, 
LOWER score starts first. 

FORCE SHOW
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In next step both players reveal their cards, and start deployment. Average Stratoyager battle 
should last 6 full turns, with optional 7th turn occurring on roll 4 or  more. After that time it is 
assumed that ‘yagers reached close to PNR and have to disengage to refuel. Current turn should 
be marked with large D6 placed in visible place outside gaming area.

GAME LENGTH

TURN OVERVIEW

Tactical hint

Assigning Initiative is very 
important part of the winning 
strategy, that is why it is critical 
to do it wisely. Players with 
smaller forces need to discard 
some of the ICs, but they are 
free to discard whichever cards 
they want. It means they can 
put to the side higher number 
cards, making sure that they 
will move in first phases of the 
turn. It might have its perks, 
like possibility of taking down 
enemy units before they fire 
back, but it also leaves them 
vulnerable at the end of the 
turn, when enemy can still 
activate and fire. Keeping all 
higher numbered cards to the 
very end might be also a good 
idea, if you can weather the 
first volleys. 

Discard some from the middle 
range? Odd? Even numbers? It 
is all about the smart choices.

Reserves - During deployment players can also put their units in reserve instead of on the table 
edge. They will enter table BEFORE Initiative Phase. To bring them to the table in the following 
turns player must roll on D6 equal or less current turn count +2. So in turn 2 reserves show up on 
roll of 4 or less, in turn 3 on 5 o less, etc. In 4th turn they show up automatically. Reserve fighters 
can enter the table through any edge except opposite player’s deployment zone in basic version.

1. INITIATIVE

Before each turn starts, players need to establish Initiative, in so called Initiative Phase. Initiative 
in Stratoyager works differently than in most games - Instead of alternate activation, both sides 
activate opposing pairs of units simultaneously in segments. This allows for both sides to act at 
the same time, speeding up the game and allowing for gunslinger kind of duel.  

1. Initiative Cards (IC)
Both players receive set of numbered Initiative Cards, equal to number of active units on more 
numerous side. The cards are numbered consecutively from 1 up. By „active units” we mean units 
on the table. Reserve units are treated as not available in current turn. 

Example: Players are determining number of Initiative Cards for incoming turn, counting units on 
each side. Player A has 6 active units, while Player B has 7 units. Both players receive 7 initiative cards, 
numbered 1 to 7.

2. Assigning Initiative Cards
Now players proceed to assign their ICs to their units, both fielded as well as kept in reserves.  
Unit can receive only one IC, and all units have to have IC assigned, unless scenario states 
otherwise.  Players place their cards next to the units, face down. Player having less units then ICs, 
puts away surplus cards of his choice, without showing what numbers are discarded.

3. Revealing ICs
Both players turn their Initiative Cards face up at the same time, establishing order of actions 
in following turn. Actions are resolved in segments, starting  from units with assigned 1s, then 
through 2s etc. Player who cast some ICs aside skips segments he doesn’t have ICs for.

Turn ends when Actions in last segment are resolved.
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2. MANEUVER ACTION

Movement  Action (MA)
Movement Action is combined from 2 consecutive Maneuvers, chosen from 3 available Maneuver 
Cards. Again, each dial can be used in 2 opposing ways, so in fact player chooses 2 out of 6 
available Maneuvers. Player can sequence chosen 2 dials in any way he wants, starting from left 
side. Left Maneuver is resolved first, right is second.  If player decides to give „0” Thrust to one or 
both chosen maneuvers, they are treated as partial maneuver (with one maneuver greater than 
zero), or lack of maneuvers at all (both zeros) is called Inertia flight. 

Between first and second Maneuver unit is forced to travel  distance  equal to its current Speed at 
the moment.  Each point of Inertia translates to one extra Course Dial (CD) added to the length of 
the path. 

Example:  Guardian is traveling with a current speed of 4. Player A decides to turn port by 2, then slide 
to starboard, also by 2. Guardian turns first, then goes 4 Klicks forward, then slides to starboard. 

Course Dial/Klick - Course dials serve as elements of modular „flight path” of each unit in the 
game. They serve as a unit of distance, they indicate current course and direction, as well as allow 
players to indicate facing of their units. Course dials are 12 sided, each side corresponding to 30 
degrees or 1 hour on 12 hour dial. 12 o’clock is always indicating current vector of movement.

Maneuver Driver A: Maneuver Cards are used to plan flight path secretly behind the 
Navigation Screen, and they are there to assure players will not change their mind during actual 
movement. 

Maneuver Cards work with D10’s for indicating Thrust of Maneuver, rated form 0 to 9. Players set 
desired Thrust of chosen maneuver for both chosen cards. „0” means no course change.

Maneuver Driver A - Acceleration/Deceleration
Player can choose either Acceleration or Deceleration, but not both in one turn. 

Each player in current Initiative segment has two Actions to perform. First one is Maneuver 
Action (MA) and it’s mandatory, second one is not mandatory and is called Combat Action (CA), 
player can choose 1 out of 6 available combat actions.

ACTIONS
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Acceleration allows to increase current speed of a unit (Inertia), by 
factor of applied Thrust. Value of Acceleration is added to Speed 
immediately in turn it is performed. One point of Thrust applied 
translates to 1 Klick further in compulsory movement. 

If it is used as a first Maneuver, player adds value of Acceleration before 
performing compulsory movement, while when used as second 
Maneuver, player adds its value after compulsory movement, simply 
moving extra distance.

Each unit has Safe Acceleration value, and can go as far as 2x Safe 
Acceleration Thrust value in one Acc Maneuver, with risk of damage to 
unit or its crew. For each point of Thrust over safe value player needs to 
take one Hull Stress die. Applied Thrust is applied immediately to current 
speed.

Example:
Guardian 151A can safely Accelerate by Thrust of 4. Currently it is traveling 
at Speed of 3. Player decides to accelerate to 6, hence he have to execute Acc. 
maneuver at  Thrust level 3 (3+3 =6). This is within limit of Safe Acc Thrust 
value on it’s stat card. 

Deceleration, or in other words, braking, is opposite of Acceleration 
- this maneuver reduces current Speed by factor of applied Thrust. 
Deceleration Safe Value is indicated on stat card as different parameter, 
also unit can safely break up to this value, or perform hazardous break of 
value up to 2x safe value. For each point of Thrust over safe value player 
needs to take one Hull Stress die.

Deceleration is SUBTRACTED from mandatory inertia course no matter 
if it’s used as a first of second part of maneuver. It is exception from 
the general rule. Or you can treat it as unit going „backwards” after 
compulsory inertia move.

Example: 
Guardian pilot decides to reduce his current speed of 8 to more manageable 
level. Guardian is much better at accelerating than breaking, so it can only 
use up to 3 in Safe Deceleration. Pilot decides to perform this maneuver, 
reducing speed of his craft to avoid collision with that asteroid ahead, so 
our pilot decides to override safety protocols and brake by 5, stressing hull 
well outside the limit. Guardian rapidly decelerates to inertia of 3, which 
should be enough to avoid collision. Player takes 2 Stress Dice (plus one for 
Guardian’s Hindrance).
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Maneuver Driver B: Turn Left/Rigt
This driver allows for changing flight course of the unit, be it to Port side 
(left) or Starboard (right). For each point of Thrust, unit may turn by 30 
degrees, or 1 notch on 12- hour Course Dial. Unit can turn safely by it’s 
Safe Turn Thrust value, or turn up to 2x that value risking Hull Stress. For 
each point of Thrust over safe value player needs to take one Hull Stress 
die.

Example: Guardian pilot decides to change his current course, turning 2 
notches Port side (or to his 10 o’clock). As Guardian can safely turn 3 notches, 
it’s well within the limit. Player turns Guardian’s course dial by 2 notches 
counterclockwise.

In next turn pilot decides to make 180 degrees wingover to quickly return for 
another pass. It requires turn (either port or starboard) by 6 notches. It is also 
a maximum limit of Guardian’s turning capability. Unfortunately, as it is well 
beyond safe threshold for such maneuvers (3),so Player takes 3 Stress Dice.

Maneuver Driver C - Slide Left/Rigt
Strafing movement  allows for slide to the side, port or starboard, 
without changing speed and direction of current trajectory. For every 
point of Thrust used, unit can slide 90 degrees port (9 on Course Dial) 
or 90 degrees starboard (3 on Course Dial), depending on chosen 
maneuver. Unit can use up to Safe Side Thrust value without any risk, 
or up to double  its value, taking one Hull Stress Die for point of thrust 
above the safe threshold. 

Inertia Flight (Drift)
If player is forced to, or chose not to use Thrust in Movement Action, he 
still needs to put 2 Maneuver Drivers on the table, set to „0”. Unit only 
moves compulsory movement equal to current speed in previously set 
direction.

In addition to compulsory maneuvers described above, players may choose one 
additional maneuver from those listed below.

All of this comes at a price. Heavy burden of g-forces involved causes automatic greyout to the 
defending pilot. Both defender and all potential attackers aiming at him will receive +2 to THT on 
all combat actions this turn.

Evasive Maneuver
Pilot may opt for series of high-g defensive maneuvers designed to stay 
out of phase  with opponent, hampering his targeting. Partial barrel rolls, 
scissors, skids, slips are used to disorient enemy sensors about actual flight 
path of the defender.
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Evasive Greyout is automatic and doesn’t require Hull Stress test. Although its effects are 
stacking with effects of failed Hull Stress rolls. 

If Greyout stacks with higher tiers of unsuccessful Hull Stress rolls (like Blackout) it still grants 
defensive bonus. Perhaps pilot is losing consciousness during evasive maneuvers, but he 
manages to “jink” from enemy crosshairs.

Yaw/Yawing move/Vertical pivot (for Basic version)
Units  are not restrained by aerodynamics in space, which means they can pivot, pitch, roll, 
yaw without changing vector of trajectory, using maneuvering thrusters. Yaw maneuver is 
voluntary and can be performed only once per turn and without earlier declaration, BEFORE or 
AFTER Maneuver Action. Unit by default can yaw as many hours on the Course Dial as it wishes, 
spending 1 Thrust. This Thrust value is added to the HIGHEST Thrust value used in current 
Maneuver Action when calculating amount of Hull Stress Dice. If both maneuvers are of same 
Thrust value, yaw Thrust is added to the one with lower safety threshold.  

Important - unit DOES NOT change its vector of movement by means of yawing.  Yes, it will drift 
„broadside”, it will fly backwards, but direction and speed (velocity) won’t change.

Another yaw maneuver is required to return unit to 12 hour on Course Dial, before any other 
maneuver can be performed. This yaw can be performed on the beginning of next movement 
action. If unit is not aligned with its course direction, it cannot make any course changes, and 
can only move with current vector and speed.  

Example: Guardian’s pilot have decided to Accelerate by 4 Thrust and Turn Port by 2 Thrust. In 
addition he decides to yaw 180 to get in crosshairs that pesky pirate tailing him. As  4 Thrust 
Acceleration is the highest value, we add yaw Thrust to it, making it count now as Thrust 5 
maneuver. As Guardian can safely accelerate by 4, it means taking one Hull Stress Die for this action.  

To be able to maneuver with Thrust points in next turn, Guardian needs to yaw back to original 
course direction. Pilot will perform this maneuver at the beginning of next Movement phase for this 
‘yager. But for now he is focusing on shooting down his tail.

Arcade mode

Special rule for adventurous, 
who like quick games with 
thrill and time restrictions. 
Enables sort of gunslinger 
mode and brings quick 
thinking to the table to 
provide additional taste of 
space fighter combat.

In given segment, both 
players keep their Maneuver 
Drivers covered on the table. 
On mark, they pick them up 
simultaneously and start 
to prepare orders for their 
units. Whoever finishes first, 
shouts „Stop!” and starts 
timer countdown from 30 
seconds. Player cannot touch 
his cards anymore, if he will, 
whole process starts again, 
until someone shouts „Stop”! 
Second player HAS to put his 
Drivers on the table  when 
time is up, no matter if they 
are finally set or not, those will 
be his maneuvers for this turn. 

In given segment, first 
player, aside from forcing his 
opponent to execute hasty 
maneuvers, gets also other 
perks. First and foremost, he 
gets first shot if both ‘yagers 
active in the segment are 
fighting each other. Winner 
also gets upper hand in all 
contested interpretation of 
the rules.

Of course fast pilot don’t 
have to equal smart pilot, so 
while you might end up first 
in segment, you can still find 
yourself in difficult position, if 
you miss your coordinates due 
to rush. 

We would like to propose 
arcade mode as a optional 
rule, with strong indication 
that it should be played even if 
only one of the players wants 
to play it.

3. HULL STRESS

After finished Movement Action it is time to check Hull Stress. Each Unit’s maneuverability in 
the game is described by 4 threshold parameters:

Safe Acceleration Thrust (Burn)
Safe Deceleration Thrust (Brake)
Safe Turn Thrust (Turn) 
Safe Side Thrust (Slide)

Each one of them describes unit’s ability to execute safe maneuver without any risk to its 
structure or pilot. Sometimes it is necessary to execute more dangerous maneuvers. Each 
unit can spend as much Thrust as twice its safe threshold in respective maneuver, but every 
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point above it means taking one Stress Die for Stress Test. Stress Dice from both maneuvers are 
cumulative.    

Pivot (Yaw) adds 1 Thrust to the HIGHEST Thrust value used in current Maneuver Action when 
calculating amount of Hull Stress Dice. If both maneuvers are of the same Thrust value, Yaw 
Thrust is added to the one with lower safety threshold.  If threshold is crossed, this Thrust is 
added to Stress Dice pool.

Hull Stress Test

After finished maneuver, player determines how many Stress Dice (if any) needs to be rolled. 
Then whole pool is rolled at once. In basic rules all rolls below 4 are pass, and all rolled 4+ are 
failure. In expanded rules failure threshold varies depending on the pilot’s skill.

Player sums up all failures to see what went wrong.

1 fail - Greyout. Pilot is on the edge of consciousness, while 
inertial dampeners are trying to compensate for high 
G. Structure is not at the risk yet. Unit gets +2 to THT 
added to any Combat action it will undertake this turn.

2 fails- Blackout. Pilot temporarily loses consciousness, which 
means unit is losing remaining actions this turn. Hull is 
barely holding.

3 fails - Structural damage. Unit is damaged, and pilot gets 
blackout. In addition to blackout effect, unit loses 1 
point of Structure. Shields will not absorb that damage.

4 and more fails - Unit is considered destroyed. This 
threshold does not apply to effects of EMP weapons.

4. COMBAT ACTIONS

Combat actions are being declared right after movement actions are finished. Instant Actions are 
being resolved immediately, Prolonged Actions can be activated in specific circumstances, and 
they last until end of turn. 

Main Weapon Salvo
Instant Action. Player picks a target for a unit, and resolves attack immediately. 

Target Lock
Prolonged Action. Player indicates one of the enemy units in front firing 
arc of his unit as intended target for missile attack, marking it with Target 
Lock token, placing paired one next to own unit. If unit can hold Target 
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in Front Firing Arc until next activation, target is Locked and missile can be fired, 
modifying THT value by Sensors value. Target Lock remains active as long as 
target is in front firing arc, and within range, or until missile fire. 

Locked Missile Launch
If unit has a lock on target in current turn, it can now launch designated missile. 
To resolve hit, player calculates THT as usual, but subtracting value of the unit’s 
Sensors. If hit is successful, player puts chosen missile marker next to the target. 
It will follow it until Locked Missile Damage phase.  Missiles will hit their targets 
AFTER activation of ALL units currently in game. 

Countermeasures
Prolonged action. Unit deploys countermeasures against enemy missile attack. 
Countermeasures, marked with countermeasures token placed next to the 
defender, remain in play until end of Locked Missile Damage phase, and are 
removed immediately after resolving all missile attacks.

Basic countermeasures grant 50% chance of avoiding damage from the missile 
in Locked Missile Damage phase. Requires 1D6 roll for each missile attempting to 
hit. on roll of 3 or less hit is successful, on roll of 4 or more missile is neutralised by 
Countermeasures. 

Raise Shields
Instant action. Unit forgoes shooting, redirecting energy to restore shields by 1 
level, up to maximum allowed for that unit.

Fire At Will
Prolonged Action. Unit withholds fire, awaiting for opportunity target entering 
crosshairs later on. If player decides to choose that option, he can use his Combat 
Order - Main Gun Salvo at any time in this turn in later activations. The only 
restriction is enemy unit needs to enter its front arc of fire. Turrets and other 
special features that allow for tracking outsie of front fire arc cannot be used.  Fire 
at Will order ends at the end of he turn or after first use.  

Eject
Instant action. Pilot may opt to bail out from his ‘yager if necessary. Ejected pilot 
is being thrown at the distance of 1 click from his unit in any chosen direction. 
Pilot will remain in place until the end of the game in Basic Rules, unable to 
perform any actions. Yager, if it will survive, will travel at current speed and 
direction, until it leaves gaming area through one of the table edges. If players 
agree so, it can be removed from the table, as victim of failsafe, self-destruction 
mechanism.

Ejected pilot is worth HALF of its unit’s Point Value for the side that has a unit 
closest to him at the end of the game, or to the side that annihilated all opposed 
forces.
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When movement is done, Combat Actions are declared, it is time to resolve 
potential attacks.  

 
There are 5 consecutive conditions to be met for attack to have a chance to be successful. 

1. Attacker is able to perform Combat Action.

2. Line Of Sight (LOS) to Target.

3. Target must be in firing arc of Attacker.

4. Target must be in range.

5. To Hit Threshold cannot be higher than 6.

Note on range

While range of projectiles in 
space is practically unlimited, 
there are limits for targeting 
computers, shooting at 
cosmic distances too quickly 
moving targets with variable 
trajectory. Doppler effect and 
speed of light comes into play. 

Quick example - it takes 
approx 1,3 sec for light from 
Moon surface to reach Earth 
surface. We are sitting in a 
lunar base laser emplacement 
and we want to shoot a plane 
in upper stratosphere of Earth. 
Plane is traveling at 3,5 Mach 
(around 1,2 kps). When image 
of plane reaches our targeting 
computer, target is actually 
1,3 km past the point we see it 
at. So we need to calculate its 
current position. It takes time, 
but even if it will be instant, if 
we shoot (with laser, traveling 
at speed of light) at the point 
we think it should be, it will 
take another 1,3 second to get 
there. And plane will be in safe 
distance of 2,6 km from last 
known location. In this time 
it can slow down, accelerate, 
turn… So from our targeting 
device standpoint, it needs 
to aim ahead of its target, 
actually into „future”, trying to 
predict where it will be in 2,6 
seconds from the last moment 
we can see it.  

Now, let’s shorten that 
distance by factor of 10 
(38000 km) but let’s have 
a space fighter traveling 
under constant propulsion 
at 35 mach (11.5 kps) at the 
moment we see it. While one 
way delay is only 0.13 sec 
now, our target is still 1,3 km 
away from point where we 
see it, and will be 2,6 km away 
when our laser beam will get 
there. but, unlike atmospheric 
plane, our target can slide into 
any direction, can accelerate, 
decelerate… cone of it’s 
possible locations is much 
wider. 

So in general, targeting 
computers in Stratoyager 
game generate sort of cloud 
of predicted points

FIRING ARCS
FORE

AFT

FORE RIGHT (STAR)

AFT RIGHT (STAR)AFT LEFT (PORT)

FORE LEFT (PORT)

1. Ability to perform Combat Action
sometimes unit’s ability to perform Combat Action can be denied by current status of the unit, 
like pilot’s blackout. 

2. Line Of Sight
If Attacker can draw straight line between his and Defender’s stand peg, without any obstacle 
interfering, LOS is in effect. If LOS intersects with stationary object (satellite, orbital base, 
wreckage)  or „terrain” piece, LOS is blocked. Units controlled by both players ARE NOT BLOCKING 
LOS. 

5. COMBAT RESOLUTION
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3. Firing Arc
By default, each unit in game can fire at targets in its front arc of view of 60 degrees, located 
between 330 and 30 degrees (dial hours 11 to 1). Some special abilities may modify this value, 
but if not stated otherwise, unit can always fire into this arc. To consider target within firing arc, 
it’s stand peg must be fully within.

There are 5 ranges available in game:

Point-Blank - distance up to 1 Klick (5 cm/2”)

Close - up to 6 Klicks (30 cm/12”) 

Medium - up to 12 Klicks (45 cm/24”)

Long - up to 18 Klicks (60 cm/36”) 

Extreme - up to 24 Klicks (75 cm/48”)

Visual - up to 30 Klicks (90 cm/60”)

TARGETING RANGES

5. To Hit Threshold
 To calculate THT we need to add Defender’s current speed to Attacker’s speed, and subtract 
value of Attacker’s Targeting computer. Resulting figure is our basic THT, that might be further 
modified by special rules, terrain features etc. To score a hit D6 die roll result must be EQUAL or 
HIGHER than final THT.

If THT is larger than 6, shot is automatic failure.

THT for Main Weapon Salvo & Dumb Missile Shot
Defender Speed + Attacker Speed - Attacker Targeting Computer = THT

THT for Locked Missile Shot
Defender Speed + Attacker Speed - Attacker Targeting Computer - Attacker Sensors = THT

4. Range
Range in Stratoyager is counted in Klicks, where 1 Klick is 5 cm long. Klick is also other name of 
Course Dial. Each range uses different set dice to roll against THT, to simulate increasing Doppler 
effect of fast spacecraft interacting at increasing distances. 

All firing arcs are relative to current facing of the unit, not Course Dial.
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And finally, we have to establish how many dice we roll against THT. 

Number of dice depends on the distance between attacker and defender, and those distances 
are divided into 6 ranges. 

When rules call out for picking HIGHEST score from the pool, only one die with highest score is 
taken into consideration. And reversely, when LOWEST score is required, only one die with lowest 
score is put against THT.  

Point-Blank - Roll 3D6, pick HIGHEST score vs THT for successful roll.

Close - Roll 2D6, pick HIGHEST score vs THT for successful roll.

Medium - Roll 1D6 vs THT for successful rol.

Long - Roll 2D6, pick LOWEST score vs THT for successful roll.

Extreme - Roll 3D6, pick LOWEST score vs THT for successful roll.

Visual - N/A - missile tracking only.

Example 1:

Guardian equipped with class 4 Targeting 
Computer and cruising at speed of 5 opens fire to 
Blackbuck at Close range, traveling with speed of 
3. Attacker calculates THT: 3 (Blackbuck speed) 
+5 (Guardian speed) -3 (Guardian’s TC) = 5. THT 
=5.  Controlling player rolls 2D6 (Close range), 
scoring 3 & 5. Attacker picks 5 (higher score), and 
Guardian’s attack is successful. If same attack 
would be conducted at Long distance, player 
would have to pick lower score (3), missing the 
shot.

6. DAMAGE

Example 2:

Guardian’s wingman currently has active 
missile locked on Blackbuck. He fires. Wingman 
travels at same speed as his partner, target 
didn’t change its speed, yet they are at Medium 
range currently. Attacker is calculating THT: 
3(Blackbuck speed) +5(wingman speed) -
3(wingman TC)-1 (Guardian sensor) = 4. THT 
=4. Controlling player rolls 1D6 (Medium range) 
and keeps the score. He rolls 1 or 2, hence missile 
misses. If he would roll 4 or more, missile would 
hit.

Attack strength of each unit in game is measured with amount of Damage Dice, and modified by 
special rules.

Main weapons of stratoyagers can be roughly divided into three main categories. Light weapons 
with 1D damage, medium for 2D, and heavy 3D. In some rare cases, or thanks to special rules, it 
can go to 4D6 or even higher (like capital ship weapons). 
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Missiles are available as 3D (light), 4D (medium), and 6D (heavy). Larger missiles also exist, but 
they are treated as torpedoes (8D and more).

After successful hit, it is time to deal the damage to the target. Attacker rolls pool of Damage 
Dice resulting from situation (strength of attacking unit/missile + any applicable modifiers). 
Results are compared to Defender’s actual Armor Level. For each die roll result EQUAL or HIGHER 
than Armor Level,  target unit loses one point of Structure, unless it is equipped with Shields. If 
Structure is reduced to „0”, unit is considered scuttled/wrecked and out of game. If Structure is 
reduced below „0” in single attack, unit is considered destroyed.  

If roll result is LOWER than Armor Level of the target, no damage is applied. Hit is considered 
either deflected by Shields, or harmless graze on the hull. 

How Shields work?

Energy shields in Stratoyager 
universe are created 
by use of manipulation 
and enhancement of 
electromagnetic field around 
the ship. They are useful in 
many ways. First and most 
important is protection 
of spaceships during 
atmospheric entry, as well 
against space debris. Shield 
is also essential in FTL flight. 
They also paritaly deflect 
cosmic radiation, in similar 
way as Earth’s magnetic field 
does. And of course they are 
useful in combat. 

General principle is based 
on deflecting rather than 
stopping actual hits. Most of 
the force applied simply slips 
over the field’s surface.

In most cases energy 
expenditure for such feat is 
quite low, yet from time to 
time powerful hit striking at 
straight angle may cause rapid 
energy discharge, lowering 
forcefield around the unit. In 
most fatal scenarios shields 
can discharge completely 
before dispersing full 
energy of the attack. In this 
case damage to the unit is 
imminent. On the other hand, 
grazing hits are deflected 
without any major power loss.

7. LOCKED MISSILE DAMAGE PHASE

Locked missile damage is not applied immediately. When last unit on the table have finished it’s 
Actions, it is time for missiles launched earlier this turn to finally hit their targets. 

If targeted unit has active Countermeasures in that phase, there is a chance of avoiding damage 
from tailing missiles, rolled for each missile separately. If the die roll is 4 or more missile doesn’t 
hit the target.

Important. If missile’s parent unit has been destroyed between launching missile and LMD phase, 
missile will hit and damage target regardless.

SHIELDS
Before damage can be applied to Structure, players need to check if target has still active Shields. 
Shields  are resolved AFTER resolving force of the attack against Armor. We assume here for 
simplicity, that hits not strong enough to penetrate the armor are not strong enough to reduce 
shields strenght.  Each level of active Shields blocks 1 point of Structural Damage, disintegrating 
in the process due to overload.  

Shields can be recharged in Combat Action phase, at rate of 1 Level of Shields raised per turn. 
This action exhausts Combat Action available in this turn. 
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ADDITIONAL RULES

LEAVING GAMING AREA

If for any reason unit will leave the table edge, player must declare it’s status - is it withdrawing, or 
is it going to return. Withdrawn units count towards victory points as units destroyed. 

If player decides to bring unit back, it may do so entering table through the same point it left it, 
but only after one full turn. Units outside gaming area cannot perform Actions - no changes in 
speed, Shield recharges etc. 

DOGFIGHTS

Sooner or later classic 1v1 duel will take place, with only 2 opponents facing each other. In that 
case, rules slightly change. `  

Initiative Cards
In dogfights, only one deck of cards is used. 5 cards, numbered 1-5 are shuffled, and each player 
draws 2 cards from the deck. Players assign one card immediately, deciding on Movement Action 
queue. 

Movement actions are performed according to card sequence (lower go first). Then turn halts and 
players reveal their second cards, which will indicate sequence of Combat Actions (lower go first).

All other rules remain unchanged.

OBSTACLES, RAMMING, AND COLLISIONS

In Basic Stratoyager obstacles represent any sort of solid „space terrain” players could opt to place 
in battlespace. Asteroids, debris fields, space wrecks etc. Obstacles are marked by the outline 
or base they are placed on. They block line of sight. If any unit will end it’s movement within 
boundaries of obstacle is automatically destroyed.

Ramming and ship-to-ship collisions are not allowed in Basic Stratoyager. In case of two units 
ending up on the same spot, the one that is placed there later needs to be moved as close to 
desired position as possible.
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GAME END

Game ends after last units finish their activation in last turn (6th or 7th), or when one (or both) 
sides have no combat-capable units. 

Why the time limit? In-game it means that one or both sides got dangerously close to PNR (point 
of no return) and need to disengage immediately and return to their parent unit for refuel. Forces 
have to disengage to fight another day.

It is time to figure out who emerged victorious from battle dust.

VICTORY CONDITIONS

In Basic Stratoyager conditions of victory are simple.

1. Players calculate Point Costs of destroyed enemy units (including ejected pilots, 
friend and foe). One who scored higher, won.

2. Total annihilation of enemy assets is automatic victory, regardless of actual 
point score. Points can be still recorded for scoreboard if players wish to have one.

3. There is no opposing force on the table for one full turn, due to leaving the 
game area by all remaining units.
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Point-Blank - distance up to 1 Klick (5 cm/2”)

Close - up to 6 Klicks (30 cm/12”) 

Medium - up to 12 Klicks (45 cm/24”)

Long - up to 18 Klicks (60 cm/36”) 

Extreme - up to 24 Klicks (75 cm/48”)

Visual - up to 30 Klicks (90 cm/60”)

TARGETING RANGES

Point-Blank - Roll 3D6, pick HIGHEST score vs THT for successful roll.

Close - Roll 2D6, pick HIGHEST score vs THT for successful roll.

Medium - Roll 1D6 vs THT for successful rol.

Long - Roll 2D6, pick LOWEST score vs THT for successful roll.

Extreme - Roll 3D6, pick LOWEST score vs THT for successful roll.

Visual - N/A - missile tracking only.

TARGETING RANGES

THT for Main Weapon Salvo & Dumb Missile Shot
Defender Speed + Attacker Speed - Attacker Targeting Computer = THT

THT for Locked Missile Shot
Defender Speed + Attacker Speed - Attacker Targeting Computer - Attacker Sensors = THT

TO HIT TRESHOLD

1 fail - Greyout. Pilot is on the edge of consciousness, while 
inertial dampeners are trying to compensate for high 
G. Structure is not at the risk yet. Unit gets +2 to THT 
added to any Combat action it will undertake this turn.

2 fails- Blackout. Pilot temporarily loses consciousness, which 
means unit is losing remaining actions this turn. Hull is 
barely holding.

3 fails - Structural damage. Unit is damaged, and pilot gets 
blackout. In addition to blackout effect, unit loses 1 
point of Structure. Shields will not absorb that damage.

4 and more fails - Unit is considered destroyed. This 
threshold does not apply to effects of EMP weapons.

HULL STRESS TEST


